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BOX SET: PRO-WORK

€475,21 (excl. VAT)

This case set offers a lot of indispensable tools that the professional needs to get started with his combi-
or milling machine. The set consists of a cutter head height 50mm, including three handy profile knives

that allow a lot of machining operations to be carried out. This set also includes three other cutter heads:
an adjustable grooving cutter diameter 120mm, including a set of adjusting rings, a grooving cutter for

tenons diameter 140mm and a panel raising cutter head diameter 150mm.

Finally, the set also contains some useful accessories to get started with the various cutter heads. Use the
adjustment rule to always set the depth and height of your cut correctly. The set (2) vertical quick release
clamps are made of steel, equipped with PVC handle and soft neoprene pressure foot to prevent damage

to your workpiece.

SKU: 3FR3KTPRO
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

This case set offers a lot of indispensable tools that the professional needs to get started with his combi- or
milling machine. The set consists of a cutter head height 50mm (art.3FR30935030). This multifunctional cutter

head is suitable for almost every profile knife on the market today. This cutter head can carry both profile
knives of height 40mm or 50mm as well as replaceable and reversible knives up to height 50mm. Included in
the set are three handy profile knives that allow for many operations. This set also includes three other cutter
heads: an adjustable grooving cutter 5-9,5mm with diameter 120mm (art.3FR3937120300510), including a set
of adjusting rings, a grooving cutter/pen tool 14-28mm with diameter 140mm (3FR3928140301428), a panel
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raising cutter with diameter 150mm (art.3FR3947150301400).

Finally, the set also contains some useful accessories to get started with the various cutter heads. Use the
adjustment rule to always set the depth and height of your cut correctly. The set (2) vertical quick release

clamps are made of steel, equipped with PVC handle and soft neoprene pressure foot to prevent damage to
your workpiece.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Box set
Cutter head with three profile knives

Adjustable grooving cutter, groove cutter for tenons and raised panel cutter
Adjusting ruler & vertical clamp

All-in-one set for combi or milling machines

DESCRIPTION

This case set offers a lot of indispensable tools that the professional needs to get started with his combi- or
milling machine. The set consists of a cutter head height 50mm (art.3FR30935030). This multifunctional cutter

head is suitable for almost every profile knife on the market today. This cutter head can carry both profile
knives of height 40mm or 50mm as well as replaceable and reversible knives up to height 50mm. Included in
the set are three handy profile knives that allow for many operations. This set also includes three other cutter
heads: an adjustable grooving cutter 5-9,5mm with diameter 120mm (art.3FR3937120300510), including a set
of adjusting rings, a grooving cutter/pen tool 14-28mm with diameter 140mm (3FR3928140301428), a panel

raising cutter with diameter 150mm (art.3FR3947150301400). Finally, the set also contains some useful
accessories to get started with the various cutter heads. Use the adjustment rule to always set the depth and
height of your cut correctly. The set (2) vertical quick release clamps are made of steel, equipped with PVC

handle and soft neoprene pressure foot to prevent damage to your workpiece.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 2 kg

Shaft diameter 30 mm


